Celebrations/Observations

Cultural evenings:
Social/cultural activities not only help students to identify themselves with the institution,
but also assist students to develop themselves to improve skills such as, leadership and
interpersonal communication. Such activities also eliminate stress keeping their spirit
elevated. The students of NSJS exhibit varied talents as they come from different cultural
and geographical background.
The students perform skits, dance, song, mono action in view of participating in the annual
competitions. Besides this, they also perform during the Gandhi Jayanthi, and other
religious festivals for appeasing their counterparts and faculties. Street shows are also
demonstrated on special occasions.
Sports:
Sports play a pivotal role in shaping one’s personality and maintaining good health. NSJS has
multiple sport facilities inside the campus to keep fit the students. Vast play grounds are
available inside the campus for student’s engagement in Football, Volley, Badminton, and
other local games. Students compete for the award on these games and winners get
rewarded in Annual Function.
Picnic:
A picnic is a wonderful way to break the ice and maintain good and healthy relations.
Annually the students along with the faculties enjoy their day out by sightseeing and joining
picnic activities. Generally the senior batch students take the lead of site selection, logistic
arrangement etc. Entertainment planning also goes side by side by arranging the sound
system in the venue, introduction of games/events and rewarding the best performers are
planned well in advance.
Observation of national days:
Republic day, Independence day, Gandhi Jayanti, International women’s day, Social work
day etc. are observed by students with great enthusiasm. These days are considered as days
of great achievements when the martyrs or great freedom fighters are paid tribute for their
contribution and leadership.
Similarly Lord Ganesha & Devi Saraswati are worshipped by students on Ganesh Chaturthi
and Shree Panchami respectively for blessings of Good luck, wisdom, success and
prosperity. These celebrations ensure that students find a home away from home. Both the
faculty and students join hands together, with great zeal to make these events memorable

one also evoking the blessing to have a successful academic and carrier growth. The rituals
are conducted by local priests, who not only perform the Pooja but also enlighten on the
concept of worshiping .

